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This special section of Optical Engineering of May 1996 is dedicated to optical engineering research in Romania.

In Romania, as in many other countries, the development of laser devices contributed to a boost in research in optics, in general, and especially in optical engineering. In 1961, after the first report of a He-Ne laser operation by Javan and co-workers, Romania was among the first countries to develop such a device; this was done in 1962. At the 3rd Conference on Quantum Electronics, Paris, February 11–15, 1963, Romanian researchers from the Institute for Atomic Physics (IFA) of Bucharest presented the paper ‘‘Contributions to the study of gas lasers.’’ In the years that followed, the Laser Department was established within IFA. The development of research in the field of lasers in this department inspired other optics-oriented institutions to change their guidelines to focus on the newly emerged directions in optics. Year after year, new groups interested in optical engineering studies appeared.

At present, some of these groups include already trained staff and have begun to report valuable results. The Romanian research institutions that have been obtaining good results for quite a long time are: the Laser Department of the Institute for the Physics and Technology of Radiation Devices (IFTAR), IFA; the Institute of Optoelectronics, Măgurele, Bucharest; and the Laboratory of Semiconductor Materials of the Institute for the Physics and Technology of Materials (IFTM), IFA. Within the same research orientation, other institutions that have contributed with sustained efforts are: the Institute for Research on Condensed Matter in Timişoara; the Center for Research in Applied Physics of the Physics Department in the ‘‘Politehnica’’ University of Bucharest (UPB); the Optoelectronics Group of the Electronic Technology and Reliability Department of the UPB; the Applied Optics Group of the Fine Mechanics Department of the UPB; and the Optics, Spectroscopy, Laser and Plasma Department of the Faculty of Physics, Bucharest University.

Progress in optical engineering is to be noted in the activity of the Optoelectronics Division of the Institute for Research on Electronic Components (ICCE), Băneasa, Bucharest; the Optoelectronics Division of the Microelectronics Plant, Bucharest, and the ProOptica Factory, Bucharest.

In the last 15 years, and despite many difficulties, several national and international conferences in optics, quantum electronics, and optoelectronics have been held as a result of the efforts of the Romanian researchers from these scientific institutes and universities.

The results obtained by Romanian scientists in the above-mentioned fields have been published in SPIE Proceedings and in worldwide circulation journals such as Optical Engineering, IEEE Journal of Quantum Electronics, and Optics Communications, as well as in Romanian journals dedicated to pertinent topics, such as the Romanian Journal of Physics, Physics Reports, the Annals of the Bucharest University, the Scientific Bulletin of the ‘‘Politehnica’’ University of Bucharest—the Mathematics and Applied Physics Series.

Due to space constraints, the 44 papers that Romanian researchers contributed to this special section of Optical Engineering were divided between the May and June issues. The entire special covers 15 main topics: lasers; materials and optical components; plasma and lasers; thin...
films; laser interferometry; laser metrology; materials for optoelectronics; applications in medicine and biology; laser photochemistry; holography; optical processing; theoretical modeling; laser radiation and propagation; optical ablation; and other miscellaneous topics.

A brief presentation of the subjects addressed, referred to in the same order as the above-mentioned topics, follows. In the May issue, seven papers report results of experimental studies on laser operation: passive Q-switch, spectroscopic data, and AlGaAs-based buried heterostructure diode lasers; eight papers are dedicated to the characterization and design of optical components like dichroic mirrors, gradient-index lenses, and Er:Ti:LiNbO₃ optical waveguides; nine papers present studies on plasma lasers, thin films, laser interferometry, metrology, photochemistry, holography, materials for optoelectronics, and optical processing of information; three papers describe medical and biological applications of lasers and new biological effects of laser radiation and nonlinear optical materials; and holographic interferometry results are presented in four papers. In the June issue, optical processing simulations are presented in two papers; another six papers deal with theoretical modeling of various phenomena and devices: soliton propagation in optical fibers, ion-exchange and Er:Ti:LiNbO₃ optical waveguides, rough surface scattering of laser radiation, and the squeezed states of light; and five papers refer to aspects of laser beam propagation, optical ablation, and miscellanea.

As noted from the authors’ affiliations, some papers were completed in cooperation with researchers from Italy, France, Germany, the Republic of Moldova, the United Kingdom, and the United States, as a result of our fruitful common projects with institutions from these countries.

Our hope is that the papers presented in this special section will contribute to a better understanding of the present status and future prospects of optical engineering in Romania.
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